The Visiting Resident: Artist Josh Reames Makes Dallas Home for a While
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I recently had the chance to meet with the painter Josh
Reames—a graduate of North Texas who went on to receive his
Masters at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago in 2012.
SAIC has arguably become the nation s most influential graduate
program—challenging the supremacy which Cal Arts and Yale
once enjoyed—with faculty members such as Gaylen Gerber,
Michelle Grabner, José Lerma, Tony Tasset, and Scott and Tyson
Reeder as well as recent graduates Paula Crown, Rom Ewert,
and Tony Lewis.
Reames and his wife, Amber Renaye—also a graduate of
SAIC, decided to leave Chicago this summer, initially planning
on moving to Los Angeles. But since his family lives just north of
Dallas, they decided to settle here for a few months. During their
drive from Chicago, they were in touch with Kevin Jacobs, the
owner of the Oliver Francis Gallery, and learned that the space
would be available to use as a studio during their stay in Dallas.
Josh immediately began to work on large-scale canvases in A
Clean, Well-Lighted Place.
In a conversation we had this past month, the artist said,
“We anticipated a relaxing few months here, but it’s been totally
insane! Dallas has changed so much in the last five or six years,
it’s far more metropolitan, very exciting for the city.” They will be
relocating to New York later this year.
In a conversation we had this past month, the artist said,
“We anticipated a relaxing few months here, but it’s been totally
insane! Dallas has changed so much in the last five or six years,
it’s far more metropolitan, very exciting for the city.” They will be
relocating to New York later this year.
While at school, Reames admired and identified with the work
of his advisors such as Adam Scott, Katy Siegel, and Andrew
Falkowski, as well as the aforementioned Reeder brothers and
José Lerma.

For Reames, these artists provided inspiration because
“humor and spectacle were important parts of the work, making
it more exciting and more democratic.” (Gaylen Gerber—one of
Reames’ professors—even highlighted the disarming advantage
comedians have over typical public speakers or politicians in
communicating important issues.)
It was also during graduate school that Reames founded and
ran a gallery in his basement called Manifest Exhibitions. During
these two years, he displayed the work of Brett Cody Rogers,
Sam Falls, Paul Cowan, Ruby Sky Stiler, Stephen Collier, and
Josh Mannis. He also made improv recordings at Club Nutz,
playing a few live shows in artist-bands with Scott and Tyson.
Josh describes his own development as going “through a
ton of phases, pure abstraction/messy abstraction/figurative
painting,” with the desire and intent to “try everything.” His one
reservation was directed toward the popularity of so-called
“Provisional Painting,” first introduced in an article written by the
art historian Raphael Rubenstein for the May 2009 issue of Art in
America.
Rubenstein states, “I first noticed it pervading the canvases
of Raoul De Keyser, Albert Oehlen, Christopher Wool, Mary
Heilmann, and Michael Krebber, artists who have long made
works that look casual, dashed-off, tentative, unfinished, or
self-canceling. In different ways, they all deliberately turn away
from ‘strong’ painting for something that seems to constantly risk
inconsequence or collapse.”
Reames notes: “Provisional painting was huge when I was in
grad school,” which he opposed as “lazy, insular, and academic.”
For me, his paintings recall and smartly allude to Abstract
Illusionism—a now-disparaged and maligned movement from
the late 1970’s and early 80’s, which became known as a go-to
example of a short-lived, pre-fab art fad. Until recently, it existed
as a sort of short-hand reference for all such moments that—
as much as they feature half-baked painting and ill-digested
concepts—also simultaneously point to the art market’s
insatiable hunger for and instant assimilation of novelty and
gimmicky objects. Of course that only makes it all the more ripe
for its current revival.
Reames has recently exhibited with 356 Mission in Los
Angeles and Chicago’s Carrie Secrist Gallery. He will be included
in two-person shows scheduled at Luis de Jesus in Los Angeles
and Johannes Vogt in New York City. He will also be creating a
special project with Milan’s Brand New Gallery. P

SMART PAINTING: AN INTERVIEW WITH JOSH REAMES
October 31, 2013 . By Kevin Blake
Josh Reames makes smart paintings. Whether he is
deliberately utilizing painting tropes, such as the dripping
brushstroke, or deploying obvious geometric abstraction,
Reames’ work acknowledges his awareness of the painting
vocabulary while creating his own grammar from canvas
to canvas. Reames aligns his understanding of painterly
tradition with his interpretation of contemporary
experience that speaks directly to the viewer through
text, emoji, palm trees, and anything that seems fitting
in the moment of creation. As Reames carves out his own
space in the painting world, he wittingly nods his head
to a history he knows well.

KB: You make pictures that perpetuate your grasp of the
canon of abstract painting, and I wonder if there is any
escape from those parameters. When you are making
paintings, how do you filter your knowledge of abstraction
(historical and contemporary) to maintain something that
is your own? Can artists escape the initiated forms they
supersede? Can painting ever escape from itself?

Kevin Blake: You have an interest in the escapist ideal,
and while those ideals are more overtly addressed in your
multimedia constructions, I think your paintings, at times,
depart from those ideas and allow for a more eclectic read.
Can you talk about your modes of production and how
those different methodologies have different relationships
to your conceptual framework?
Josh Reames: Sure, I think the paintings lend themselves
to an eclectic read, but only as a group. I try to keep
individual paintings focused on specific ideas. I think all
of the work addresses escapism, just in varied ways. The
tropical imagery and psychedelic drug references are just
as involved with escapism as the act of painting is. The
eclectic read is a product of my scattered focus, which
is probably a product of internet culture. My conceptual
framework is pretty broad; if I had to describe my
intentions with painting it would be to use painting as
some sort of filtration device for cultural bi-product. I
mean, I’m super into the idea of relativity (cultural, moral,
etc.), and painting has this ability to literally flatten images
and references into a rectangle. By pushing images
together and composing them into a painting, you can
flatten the references and remove the hierarchy of
importance. So Abstraction, palm trees, emoji, drippy
brushstrokes, dollar signs, cigarettes, and the Sphinx can
all be flattened to the same level – composition. Either
nothing is really dumb anymore, or all of it is, it’s getting
hard to tell.

JR: Maybe I’m wrong, but it seems like the need for
iconoclasm is outdated. I think the idea of superseding
or escaping abstraction comes from some need for a
linear narrative of “this became that, then that became
something else” which I think has been a legit way of
understanding a progression of artists, at least for the
past few hundred years. But now I think it’s a little different;
sampling, re-sampling, homage, and straight plagiarism
are all viable forms of historical awareness in art.

The drippy brushstroke has historically been an abstract
tool, meant to express the presence of the artist – a
remnant of the physical self. But over time, that becomes a
trope, a symbol separated from it’s original context. I think
this is liberating in a way. It’s sort of like Tarantino using
the tropes of old kung-fu films like Zatoichi and Lady
Snowblood; he takes an outdated thing and makes it fresh.
In that sense, Robert Motherwell or Franz Kline didn’t have
the internet, so I have a fresh set of tools to play with.

out of the tube on top of an abstract composition. Your
paintings “YYY” and “Land Grab” come to mind. How does
text operate for you in your paintings?

KB: Is sampling, re-sampling, homage, and straight
plagiarism unavoidable at this point?

KB: I’m interested in your word choices and how, if at
all, you see them as a personification of yourself. Or are
the words derived from language you see fitting into your
escapist trajectory?

JR: I mean, all the best artists have stolen, it’s just easier
now. When you are completely inundated with images on a
daily basis there becomes this subliminal pool of imagery
and information that seeps into the studio. I don’t think it’s
completely unavoidable, but if you are like most artists with
access to the internet, it is pretty difficult to avoid. That
being said, I don’t think there is anything wrong with it.
KB: Your paintings reference artists like Charline Von Heyl
and Christopher Wool among others and I am curious
as to how you think you arrived at those influences?
What I am trying to understand from your perspective, is
how you feel about so many artists drawing from the same
well. The internet provides an infinite range of source
material, yet the pool of imagery that seeps into your
studio, seems to be oozing into everyone else’s
simultaneously. Fortunately, you are distilling it all in
an interesting way. It is a pattern in art history for
contemporary artists to be in dialogue with one another.
How do you negotiate those terms and demands?
JR: I love Wool and Von Heyl, I think they are some of
the most important living painters. I relate to how Wool
handles abstraction, especially with the screen prints, in
an almost hands-off kind of way. He takes abstraction, a
historically and emotionally charged way of painting,
and filters it through a Warhol-ian process that removes
the hand. I think there is a lot of humor there, super dry
though. So good! There are only so many ways to make
paintings; different combinations of styles, tropes, paint
handling, tools, etc. Eventually it’s not difficult to take a
step back and see artists doing similar things. I’m not sure
it matters though, as long as the thing being made is
interesting and has some connection to the artist. After
that it’s all personal taste.
KB: Shifting gears a bit, I was hoping to talk to you about
text in your paintings. Often times, text is integrated into
the image and sometimes the text appears to be squeezed

JR: Text is a way to guide the viewer, to give some sort
of context to an otherwise abstract painting. I always
integrate the text so that the letters or symbols double as
marks, either sprayed or squeezed in the same way any
other mark would be made on the canvas.

JR: I keep a running list of text ideas in my sketchbook
and on my iPhone. The word combinations that get
used are usually really open ended, allowing for specific/
individualized reads, but also have a specific connection
to me. Sometimes it fits the escapist trajectory, but
others will be references to books I’m reading or words
that I came across that stuck with me.
KB: Can you talk about how the array of non-traditional
painting materials have made their way into your painting
practice? Spray paint, airbrush, and fluorescents, to name
a few, seem to be the rage. Are these materials and/or
high key palettes coincidence or do you think they reflect
something more concrete?
JR: In a broad sense I think non-traditional painting
materials, usually applied to abstraction, are a way to
make abstraction relatable. Matias Cuevas’ poured
paintings on carpet, or Andrew Greene’s glass
abstractions are good examples; they bridge the gap
between a messy abstraction which really just exists as a
historical trope, and everyday materials, which pulls the
trope into something new. I don’t think my work really fits
in this category, I think using airbrush and fluorescents
aren’t that uncommon; I started using the airbrush
because I have no patience with paintbrushes. I’m a pretty
shitty painter if you put a brush in my hand, I can never
make it do what I want it to do! The airbrush is different,
it’s way more versatile, and quick. As far as the high-key
color palettes go, I’m sure there’s some coincidence there,
maybe trends – personally I just like shiny things...
KB: I think you are right, these techniques are
becoming more and more common in contemporary
painting practices. Maybe it relates to a culture of instant
gratification, immediacy, and even escapism. Does the
pace of everyday life influence your material applications

and the speed at which you make your work?
JR: I agree, I think people (artists included) generally have
a short attention span and as a result, a lot of impatience.
I know I do. I am always able to look at a painting that
took months to complete and think “wow, that took a lot of
time.” But I don’t think the amount of time something takes
makes it any better than if it was quick. Again, my use of
the airbrush is entirely about speed and impatience. I want
the paintings to look meticulous, with slick surfaces and
plenty of precision – but I want to make a lot of paintings,
so speed is key! The pace of everyday life probably has
an indirect influence on that.
KB: Speaking of the pace of everyday life, how do things
look in your studio right now as you prepare for your solo

exhibition at Luis De Jesus in Los Angeles this January?
What do you plan to show?
JR: It’s crazy in here, I just got back from an 11 day trip
to NYC where I saw some pretty rad shows (Josh Smith,
John McCracken, Joshua Abelow, etc.). It’s great to be
back in the studio working on some new paintings. I think
I’m going to make a handful of emoji paintings and text
paintings with text-message shorthand. The working title
is THE INTERNETS. Time is such a luxury though, I’ve
been considering hiring a studio assistant so I don’t have
deal with those pesky tasks like stretching and priming
canvases… we’ll see!
Kevin Blake is an artist and writer working in Chicago.

What is the worst vacation experience you have
ever had?
I went on a cruise in 2006 in the Caribbean, which
was pretty great for the first half (soft-serve ice cream
everywhere) but then, along with 70% of the ship, I caught
a virus that was picked up by someone on one of the
islands where we stopped. It was super gnarly, the most
intense sickness I’ve ever experienced. When the ship
returned to Florida it was boarded by the CDC and
decontaminated by a bunch of guys in Hazmat suits,
Morgan Freeman style.
Five essential must haves when traveling?

Describe your definition of a “vacation”?
Vacation is an escape from normal life.
How does this play into your current work?
I like the way vacations are idealized experiences, which
are usually totally different from the actual. Think about
a Corona commercial, just chilling with some beers on
a perfect tropical beach; in reality there would be
sunburns, sand in your shorts, the beer costs $10, and
there’s a crowd of kids screaming and throwing sand-mud
all over the place—not quite the same experience
anymore! Painting is similar in a way, a history of idealizing
the subject (or doing the opposite)—a lot of room between
the idealized thing and the actual thing.
I also like the idea of escapism in relation to art-making.
Making paintings is a kind of escape. It’s weird though,
when making art is your job you don’t really have so much
to escape from—not like some 9 to 5, weekend warrior
office job. Everything is art-related; most of my traveling
has to do with shows or collaborating on projects in other
cities—vacation and work are totally integrated.

Toothbrush, comfortable shoes, phone charger, shower
cap, booze money.
If you could move anywhere for one year where would
you go and why?
Probably Berlin. That place is amazing. It’s totally like a
chill vacation, except in a major city. And it’s cheap, has
great art, amazing public spaces, people walk their dogs
without leashes, and you can drink beer anywhere.

One word to describe your personal style?

All of the above, just at different times of day. It’s a pretty
natural cycle.

Clean.
Dream exhibition location/space?
There used to be this gallery in Dallas called Light & Sie,
it was the most pristine room I have ever seen. It was
pretty huge with white walls, white ceiling, and a glossy
white floor. The gallery looked like something out of a
Kubrick film. It was the most beautiful space, but also
pretty terrifying. Making a show there would be a major
challenge, how do you improve on something that is
already incredible?

What’s the weirdest thing you have eaten?
7-11 hot dogs.
Where do you not want to vacation?
Somalia. The whole pirate-y kidnapping thing sounds like
a real bummer. However, there is this island right off the
coast of Somalia called Socotra that has the most insane,
alien, Dr. Seuss wildlife and plant-life.
--Hot or cold weather?
I don’t like extremes. I’m going to go with 70 degrees
always; does this place exist?
Which do you prefer: sit back and relax, stay busy
sight-seeing, or party party party?

Josh Reames currently has a show on view at Luis De
Jesus, Los Angeles.
Visit here for more information.

